FIVE FREEDOMS CAMPAIGN

Augusta State Capitol – 6 pm – April 28th

Join Dr. Naomi Wolf and others as she launches her national Five Freedoms Campaign. Join us for the Press Conference/Rally. Bring Chairs and signs.

Five Freedoms:

- No Vaccine Passports
- No Mask Mandates
- No Emergency Law
- Open Schools Up 100%

Freedom of commerce, worship, petition

Dr. Naomi Wolf - - A Rhodes Scholar, former advisor to Clinton and Gore campaigns, and author of eight NYT nonfiction bestsellers, Dr. Naomi Wolf has been creating globally influential opinion for 28 years. She is also CEO of DailyClout bringing the Five Freedoms Campaign to Maine.

Kevin D. Jenkins, a public speaker and transformational executive with an impressive track record is leading the charge at Urban Global Health Alliance as CEO/Founder and at Freedom Travel Alliance as CMO/Founder. Jenkins is lifelong champion for human rights in the black community and as the founder of Urban Global Health Alliance, he shows his dedication to these rights. The mission of UGHA is to educate, empower and release urban communities and their leaders from decades of indoctrination and suppression; and to create effective public policy which safeguard rights of equality.

Attorney Thomas Renz is the lead Attorney in several major cases brought in Ohio, New Mexico, Maine, and Nationally against the CDC and DHHS regarding the COVID-19 lockdowns, mask mandates, business closures, false PCR data, fraudulent death numbers and more. Attorney Thomas Renz testified in front of the Ohio State Legislature regarding his findings on COVID-19 in Feb. 2021. Shockingly, Renz was immediately censored and slandered. His testimony was removed by YouTube, and the AP started calling. Despite the fact that Attorney Renz has CDC data and documentation backing up everything he testified to, YouTube and several news outlets have labeled him a "conspiracy theorist" presenting "baseless claims" as well as personally attacking him.
Senator Lisa Keim is in her third term serving the constituents of District 18 in the Maine State Senate. Senator Keim currently serves as the Senate Republican Lead on the Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary and as a member of the Government Oversight Committee.

Representative Justin Fecteau is in his second term in the Maine State Legislature. He is one of the loudest voices in the state for liberty issues and education reform. He is a former public school teacher and US Army combat veteran of the Iraq War who lives in Augusta with his wife and son.

Representative Heidi Sampson is in her third term in the Maine State Legislature. She is a tireless defender of liberty and sound educational policies. She’s an educator, farmer and scientist, living in Alfred.